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We are excited that The Story of Jesus lessons 11—16 have uploaded onto the
Chinese Bible School website (www.chinesebibleschool.org) for public viewing.
This series of lessons consist of Jesus’ early ministry, calling of the 12 disciples,
and the sermon on the mount. Special thanks go to those enthusiastic Asian
brethren’s painstaking proofreading.
After dedicating my time to focus on the manuscripts of lesson 17—19 on Jesus’
ministry in Galilee, I am looking forward to producing lessons on The Parables of
Jesus. Meanwhile, we are currently proofreading these manuscripts and creating
the on-screen graphics one lesson at a time.
I am grateful for the new avenue to proclaim the word of God—Thursday night
Bible study via Tencent QQ, an instant messaging software service that offers
online group and voice chat. Getting to Know the Bible concluded on August 23,
2018. On average, 40 students from Taiwan, mainland China, and Malaysia have
joined us for this weekly Bible study since mid-July.
I am glad brethren benefit from this outreach ministry. Please see the following
positive feedbacks.
Thank you, brother Chen. The Mystery of The Intertestamental Period was
very beneficial. What an incredible mystery!
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During the class of The Plan of the New Testament, I gratefully thank
God; After the class, I gratefully thank brother Chen’s expounding this
topic… Brother Chen’s Biblical teaching is the most explicit, incisive,
and illuminating instruction, neither lecturing nor boring. I shared it with
spiritual family and non-Christians…
The new series of this on-line Bible study, scheduled to begin on August 30, 2018,
is The Old Testament Prophecy. Here are the topics for this series.
Lesson 1

What is prophecy?

Lesson 2

Predictive prophecy examined

Lesson 3

Recognizing figurative and literal prophetic language

Lesson 4-10

Case Studies in the Old Testament prophecy

As we press on toward the goal of setting up the Chinese Bible School, may God
help us to make an impact by the word of God!
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